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• Waterbase, Exterior Dressing
• Pleasant Grape Fragrance
• Designed For Tires, Trim, Bumpers
& Moldings
• May be Applied in Both Wet & Dry
Conditions

• Thick, High Gloss Emulsion
• Wipes On Clear-No Milky Residue
• Nonflammable
• Lays Down Instantly with No Runs,
Waste or Sling
• VOC Compliant

S-97-5

WIPE-ON GLOSS™
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

RECOMMENDED FOR

S-97 Wipe-On Gloss is a thick waterbase
formulation that lies down immediately
with a gloss that won't run or drip. It dries
to a non-tacky high resolution shine.
S-97 wipes on clear with no milky residue.
Works great on tires, trim, bumpers and
more. The thick emulsion is what makes
it ideal to wipe on tires instead of sprayers. There is no waiting as it sets up
immediately.
One feature that stands out is that it
doesn't matter if the tire is wet or dry.
The product can be applied to either
surface with excellent results. Wiping
on dressing is a better way of applying
it because there is no excess to cause
the product to sling off.
Wipe-On Gloss not only is smoother but
is more economical because there is no
waste. The nonflammable formula is
versatile and safer.

Exterior trim, bumpers and tires. Great
on rubber moldings and plastic. Can
also be used on vinyl roofs. Ideal for
car washes where tires are not always
dry. Excellent product where flammable
and combustibles are not allowed and
areas that you want to control the gloss
levels.
APPLICATION
Directions: Shake well before using. For
your protection, safety glasses and rubber gloves are recommended.
Tires: Saturate a sponge, foam or terry
applicator with Wipe-On Gloss Dressing
and apply evenly on a clean surface. For
best results, use foam dressing applicator. To control gloss level, wipe off any
excess to get the desired results. May
also be used with "swabby" sure shot

style tire dressing applicator.
Rubber, plastic and vinyl: Use the applicator to lay down a smooth coating and
allow to dry. Using a dry cloth, you can
wipe the surface to produce a natural
luster.
SPECIAL NOTES
Not for use on clear plastic (instrument
panels), vehicle controls (pedals, grips,
steering wheels) or brake discs/drums.
Do not drive vehicle immediately after
application when tires are wet to avoid
unabsorbed product from spinning off
tires onto body panels.
PACKAGING
5 GALLON CUBE`
55 GALLON DRUM
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